Hulcher Services Inc. maintains a fleet of custom designed Guzzler High-Rail Vacuum Trucks that can be mobilized to the most remote areas not accessible by road. Our capabilities range from simple track cleaning to emergency derailment and environmental cleanups.

Our trucks are rail-ready, boom equipped, self-contained vehicles that use vacuum power to remove contaminated and unwanted materials. The truck can also be a valuable tool used to winterize switches, turnouts and retarders. Material removed is stored in the High-Rail's large collection tank for subsequent treatment and disposal or reuse. Unlike other units, which are configured solely for track use, the Guzzler High-Rail Vacuum Truck operates on both rail and road. Within minutes, the Guzzler High-Rail Truck can be converted from road-ready to rail-ready.

Hulcher Service's highly trained operators know how to get the job done safely and in compliance with all health and safety regulations. We provide everything required in performing this work, from personal protective equipment and fall protection to confined space entry equipment.

Materials

- Sand
- Taconite
- Grain
- Bentonite Clay (Wet or Dry)
- Coal
- Coke
- Fouled Ballast
- Mud
- Clay
- Most Liquids and Soils